MIT offers eight interdisciplinary undergraduate degrees:

- **Chemistry and Biology** ([link](http://catalog.mit.edu/interdisciplinary/undergraduate-programs/degrees/chemistry-biology)), a joint program offered by the Departments of Chemistry and Biology (School of Science).

- **Climate System Science and Engineering**, a joint program offered by the Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering (School of Engineering) and the Department of Earth, Atmospheric and Planetary Sciences (School of Science).

- **Computation and Cognition** ([link](http://catalog.mit.edu/interdisciplinary/undergraduate-programs/degrees/computation-cognition)), a joint program offered by the Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science (School of Engineering) and the Department of Brain and Cognitive Sciences (School of Science).

- **Computer Science and Molecular Biology** ([link](http://catalog.mit.edu/interdisciplinary/undergraduate-programs/degrees/computer-science-molecular-biology)), a joint program offered by the Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science (School of Engineering) and the Department of Biology (School of Science).

- **Computer Science, Economics, and Data Science** ([link](http://catalog.mit.edu/interdisciplinary/undergraduate-programs/degrees/computer-science-economics-data-science)), a joint program offered by the Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science (School of Engineering) and the Department of Economics (School of Arts, Humanities, and Social Sciences).

- **Humanities** ([link](http://catalog.mit.edu/interdisciplinary/undergraduate-programs/degrees/humanities)), a program offered by the Department of Humanities that encompasses six fields of interdisciplinary study.

- **Humanities and Engineering** ([link](http://catalog.mit.edu/interdisciplinary/undergraduate-programs/degrees/humanities-engineering)), a joint program in which a student combines coursework from a degree program in the School of Engineering and one of 17 programs in the School of Humanities, Arts, and Social Sciences.

- **Humanities and Science** ([link](http://catalog.mit.edu/interdisciplinary/undergraduate-programs/degrees/humanities-science)), a joint program in which a student combines coursework from a degree program in the School of Science and one of 17 programs in the School of Humanities, Arts, and Social Sciences.

- **Urban Science and Planning with Computer Science** ([link](http://catalog.mit.edu/interdisciplinary/undergraduate-programs/degrees/urban-science-planning-computer-science)), a joint program offered by the Department of Urban Studies and Planning (School of Architecture and Planning) and the...